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and vegetable refuse should be burned. Windows should be
kept open every day for some hours. The water-closet
should be frequently flushed. Other important directions as
Jegards food are also given. Measles still continues prevalent
in the city.

The Sanitary Condition of Birkenhead.
Dr. Marsden, the medical officer of health of Birkenhead, f,

has issued his annual report on the sanitary condition of the d
county borough of Birkenhead. He explains that each 
.succeeding report deals with the various agencies which are a
acting deleteriously upon the public health, and which tend Iin many ways to reduce the vitality of the community, and 
thus act injuriously on the well-being of the town. For the r
purpose of awakening sympathy with the agencies at v
present in operation for the improvement of these conditions, 
publicity is given in each successive report to the weak spots
in the administration of the borough and to the unnecessary
waste of life which is constantly going on and which it Iis the object of the report to disclose. Dr. Marsden again t
draws attention to the unsatisfactory homes of the working 
classes and to the condition of the sewerage in the older t
parts of the borough, with the object of stirring up the 
municipal authority to afford facilities for ameliorating this
state of things. Dr. Marsden goes on to say that the public
health of the borough during the year 1896 has been satis-
factory in every way. The borough has an area of 38492 t
acres-a little more than six square miles--with an estimated E

population of 108,818. The death-rate in 1896 was 19-44 per 
1000, compared with 19’90 in 1895. The zymotic death.rate t
was 3’32 per 1000. In the appendix to the report 
.are tabular statements of the year’s mortality within t
the borough, classified as to the disease, ages, and 1
localities, a weekly register of deaths and of meteorological r
results, and a monthly summary of deaths from all causes. 
Dr. Marsden also deals with illegitimate children, of t
whom 39’2 per cent. died within twelve months of birth ; 
these numbers are higher by 3 per cent. than the rate of 
mortality of the previous year. Dr. Marsden also refers
to certain insanitary areas " within the borough, and
hopes for improvement in their condition.

i
Liverpool and Ormshirk Jicbilee Commemoration Funds. r

Of the &pound;30,000 necessary to complete the augmentation of 1

’the Liverpool district nursing scheme, alluded to in a former 1

number of THE LANCET, upwards of &pound;7000 are still required, 1

the amounts received to date being &pound;22,970 10s. 8d. It is
.also pleasing to record that Ormskirk is not to be behind- i

hand in the matter of providing nurses for the benefit of the 
sick poor of that district in their own homes ; it is proposed
-in commemoration of the Jubilee to make accommodation for 
’.five or six nurses in the enlarged Ormskirk Cottage Hospital, a
who services will be given free of charge to those who, by 
reason of their poverty, cannot afford to pay for them. 

Clerical Victims of Typhus Fever in 1847. 
A service was held a fortnight ago in commemoration of 

’the ten Roman Catholic clergymen who died from typhus fever 
within six months of each other in the discharge of their 
religious duties in 1847, when that disease broke out among
the Irish immigrants who flocked to Liverpool owing to the 
famine in Ireland. The numbers arriving from Ireland were 
so large that the lower parts of the city became greatly 
overcrowded, typhus fever spreading with alarming 
rapidity and being followed by a high rate of mortality.
Monsignor Nugent, the well-known Liverpool philanthropist,
preached the sermon and described from personal recol-
lection the sufferings and privations of the poor of Liverpool
during that dreadful time. He also dwelt on the heroic conduct
.and self-sacrifice of the victims whose memory they were
then met to honour. A comparison of the Liverpool of the
year 1847 with that of to-day afEords an instructive object
,lesson; in the former year were rows of streets with foetid
courts enclosed, to the consequent exclusion of light and
-fresh air, which are now occupied by healthy artisans’

dwellings with salubrious surroundings. The contrast is,
indeed, striking, and is a matter for much thankfulness and
- congratulation. In this connexion it may be interesting to
note that typhus fever has been almost stamped out in Liver-
pool, the disease being now comparatively rare.

Nem City Magistrates.
Dr. Thomas Clarke and Dr. William Cross have been placed

on the Commission of the Peace for the city of Liverpool.
June 29th.

IRELAND.

(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENTS.)

Typhns Fever in Ireland.
IT was thought for the last few years that typhus fever,

or a long time a sanitary disgrace to Ireland, had practically
isappeared. Some cases have, however, been recently
dmitted t) the Cork-street Fever Hospital from Dublin.
n Athlone Union typhus fever has broken out in the
Castlesampson division, and five deaths have already been
ecorded. The prevalence of this fever in Belmullet Union
ras the subject of a question in the House of Commons on
une 28th.

The Jubilee Nursing Scheme in Ireland.
The movement to supply nurses to take charge of the sick

oor in their own homes is certain to prove a success. Since
he influential meeting held in Dublin last month a number
,f subscriptions have been received, including .6100 from
he Roman Catholic Archbishop and .E500 from bir John
Arnott.

Mercer’s Hospital, Dublin.
As was mentioned many weeks ago the candidates for

he vacancies on the staff of this hospital were obliged to
nter their names before June 18th. Some twenty candidates
iave applied, including one well-known medical man-viz.,
he present master of the Coombe Hospital. Of the members
of the staff recently dismissed by the board Dr. M. Ward is
he only one to be found among the candidates. Dr. T.
Mason will probably be given a consultant position in con-
lexion with the hospital. Mr. O’Grady and Mr. Auchinleck
iave not applied, and intend to contest at law the power of
ihe board of governors to dismiss their medical staff. The
election will take place on July 6th, when it is proposed to
;lect three physicians and four surgeons.

Irish University Education.
The Irish Roman Catholic Bishops have just issued an

mportant statement on this question. They say: 1. With
egard to the constitution of the governing body of a Catholic
University that if in other respects it is properly constituted
ihey do not ask for a preponderance, or even an equality, in
the number of ecclesiastics upon it, but are prepared to
accept a majority of laymen. 2. As to theological teaching,
ihey accept Mr. Morley’s suggestion that a theological
faculty should not be excluded from the Catholic

University provided that the chairs of the faculty are

lot endowed out of public funds. They are prepared to
agree that the moneys voted by Parliament shall be applied
exclusively to the teaching of secular knowledge. 3. As to
iihe appointment and removal of professors they think that
all reasonable protection for the position of the professor
may be met by submitting questions concerning him to the
lecision of a strong and well-chosen board of visitors, in whose
lndependence and judicial character all parties would have
confidence. 4. As to the application of the University of
Dublin Tests Act of 1873 they say that, with some modifica-
bion in the Act in the sense of the English Acts of 1871 and
the Oxford and Cambridge Acts of 1877, they have no

objection to the opening up of the degrees, honours, and
emoluments of the University to all comers. They ask not
Eor a college, but for the foundation of a university.
June 30th.

PARIS.
(FROM OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT.)

A New Method of Treating Aneurysms.
M. LANCEREAUX recently showed at the Academy of

Medicine a patient the subject of an enormous dissecting
aneurysm of the aorta, which he had treated successfully by
a new method introduced by M. Dastre. This method con-
sists in the injection into the veins of a sterilised solution of
gelatin, of a strength of 1 per cent. The doses vary in
quantity and are continued for some days. Cure is brought
about by the formation of a clot. This procedure is abso-
lutely harmless, and would appear to be of great service in
these cases of deep-lying aneurysms which are not amenable
to surgical treatment.


